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There are no stupid questions 
(only stupid answers)



The running theme: people



Virtual Clusters for Everybody

Developer

Focus is on writing code and 

shipping features 

Operator

Focus is on running the systems 

and giving infrastructure to 

developers

DevEx

Focus is on day-2-day 

productivity, onboarding and 

removing obstacles



Developer
Wants to ship features (move fast)

● Doesn’t really want to learn Kubernetes 

● Wants to follow commit from Git to 

production

● Wants easy way to create envs, deploy 

dbs, perform prototypes fast and easy 

(clicking buttons)



SRE/Operator
Wants healthy systems (move slow)

● Helps developers by offering infra and 

services

● Hates open tickets and lengthy 

procedures 

● Prefers automation and CLIs instead of 

clicking buttons



DevEx/Lead/Other
Cares about deployment velocity 

● Helps with developer onboarding
● Aims to offer self-service capabilities to 

everybody
● Responsible for day-to-day operations 

and overall productivity



Virtual Clusters (why/what/how)



Virtual Cluster Architecture



Vcluster architecture (mine)



What is Vcluster



Use Cases

Dev Environments

Create full clusters on the 

spot. No more CRD conflicts. 

Preview each Pull request on 

its own cluster

01

Multi-tenancy

Give each customer a cluster 

with full isolation. Take 

advantage of standard 

Kubernetes autoscaling. 

Manage Kubernetes with 

Kubernetes

02

Cluster tests

Test different versions of 

Kubernetes (even newer than 

the host cluster)

03

Cost Control

Pay for a control plane only 

once. Automatically scale 

down clusters when not used

04



Use cases
There are already several sessions 

(including Kubecon) about different 

uses of Virtual clusters.

https://www.youtube.com/@cncf 

https://www.youtube.com/@cncf


Loft: Friendly dashboard for 
virtual clusters



Developer needs
Deploy to multiple namespaces

Deploy complex applications without affecting other teams
01

Test different Kubernetes versions

You have virtual clusters with different versions than the 

parent cluster

02

Create Dev environments in seconds instead 
of minutes
And also manage Kubernetes with Kubernetes

03



Demo 1 : Dev experience



Why Loft
Create clusters with a button click

● Apply access controls and lock down 
privileges for different teams

● Auto-scale down clusters when they are 
not used

● Deploy applications with templates and 
connect Virtual clusters to Argo CD

● Also check devspace.sh and devpod.sh



Create Virtual clusters without 
the UI



Automate everything
The Loft UI is optional. You can still 

create virtual clusters from the CLI 

and even from CI/CD pipelines

Use the vcluster cli

Just run “vcluster create”
01

Use the vcluster Helm chart

Just run “helm install”
02

Use the vcluster Terraform provider

Just run “terraform apply”
03



Terraform with Loft
Available at the Terraform registry 

https://registry.terraform.io/provider

s/loft-sh/loft/latest/docs 

Use your existing Terraform infra

Offers native resources and data sources
01

Most constructs from Loft

Projects, spaces, and clusters
02

Use the vcluster instance resource

Virtual cluster (loft 2x.,) Virtual cluster instance (Loft 3.x)
03

https://registry.terraform.io/providers/loft-sh/loft/latest/docs
https://registry.terraform.io/providers/loft-sh/loft/latest/docs


Terraform resource
Works with all existing terraform tools



Demo 2: Programmatic 
creation of virtual Cluster

https://github.com/kostis-codefresh/terraform-loft/tree/main/multiple-clusters 

https://github.com/kostis-codefresh/terraform-loft/tree/main/single-cluster


Brief intro to Codefresh



What Codefresh offers

Pipelines

Implement Continuous 

Integration

Deployments

Implement Continuous Delivery

GitOps

Enterprise Argo CD



Codefresh pipelines
● Docker based pipelines

● Kubernetes integration

● Docker registry integration

● Argo CD integration



Building/pushing an image
GitHub Actions Codefresh



Deploying to Kubernetes
GitHub Actions Codefresh



Codefresh Settings
● Attach Registries once

● Attach Clusters once

● Attach Helm repos once

● Other integrations



Demo 3: SRE/DevOps 
Experience

https://github.com/kostis-codefresh/terraform-loft/tree/main/multiple-clusters-remote 

https://github.com/kostis-codefresh/terraform-loft/tree/main/multiple-clusters-remote


Terraform pipelines



Real World scenario: New 
service/onboarding



Developer - Hey, we are starting a 
brand new service/application



What usually happens



What should happen



Building blocks

Git repo

Create a starter Git repo for 

the new application

01

Clusters

Create 1 or more clusters (e.g. 

QA/staging/Prod) for the new 

application

02

Deployment pipeline

Create pipeline for building 

source code and deploying to 

cluster

03

Bootstrap Process

Declarative management for a 

process that handles steps 1, 2 

and 3

04



Terraform provider for GitHub



Terraform provider for Codefresh



Master pipeline

Create Git Repo

Happens via GitHub 

terraform provider

Create Clusters

Happens via Loft provider 

and/or Vcluster chart

Create Pipelines

Happens via Codefresh 

terraform provider

Connect Clusters

Happens via Codefresh

Ready!

Developer can start 

working

Create Everything a developer needs in a single step

01 02 03 04 05



Master Pipeline



Demo 4: Brand new 
application

https://github.com/kostis-codefresh/terraform-loft/tree/main/give-me-an-app 

https://github.com/kostis-codefresh/terraform-loft/tree/main/give-me-an-app


Questions?



Book a demo

https://loft.sh/demo/ 

https://codefresh.io/request-a-demo/ 

Resources

● https://github.com/kostis-codefresh/terraform-loft/ 

● https://www.vcluster.com/ 

● https://loft.sh/docs/getting-started/install 

● https://registry.terraform.io/providers/loft-sh/loft/latest/docs

● https://registry.terraform.io/providers/integrations/github/latest/docs  

● https://registry.terraform.io/providers/codefresh-io/codefresh/latest 

https://loft.sh/demo/
https://codefresh.io/request-a-demo/
https://github.com/kostis-codefresh/terraform-loft/
https://www.vcluster.com/
https://loft.sh/docs/getting-started/install
https://registry.terraform.io/providers/loft-sh/loft/latest/docs
https://registry.terraform.io/providers/integrations/github/latest/docs
https://registry.terraform.io/providers/codefresh-io/codefresh/latest

